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En Saint-Hubert,
Le Directoire,

Jean Verney-Carron, P
Guillaume Verney-Car

TWO CENTURIES
2020 is a very special year for Verney-Carron: the 6th generation family-owned
business and the longest-standing gunmaker in France, is celebrating its 200 years
of uninterrupted activity.
Since 1820, generations of master gunsmiths have handed down unique know-how
and a quest for excellence in order to perpetuate a common, timeless objective:
supporting hunters and true nature lovers to the very best of their ability.
In our Maison, we believe that hunting is much more than a simple leisure activity.
It is a truly holistic lifestyle choice: heading out on an adventure, enjoying the great
outdoors, being attentive to all the signs and signals of wildlife, savoring the silence,
working in harmony with your dog, appreciating the presence of friends and family,
and the joy of sharing…without forgetting all the beneficial aspects that hunters bring
to the preservation of plant and animal life.
Indeed, there have been hunters since the very dawn of mankind. In the beginning,
a hunter in search of food was a necessary predator of wildlife and was thus a
natural part of the cycle of life. Today, hunters play an even more proactive role as
indispensable actors in the protection of nature. They have a profound knowledge
of the animal species, participate in their regulation, maintenance, sustainability and
diversity, as well as in the conservation and beauty of the natural landscapes.
In addition, hunting has evolved throughout history, including in France, leaving
its mark across a broad range of cultural fields including literature, architecture,
art and gastronomy.
We are extremely proud to have actively contributed, for two centuries, to enriching
the natural and cultural heritage of hunting. Thus, as we mark this emblematic
anniversary, we state with conviction that Verney-Carron’s mission is “to bring
the very best of French creation to every hunter and nature lover in the world”.
Consequently, it is in the service of this mission that we have decided to group
all our ranges of hunting-related creations under one name, Verney-Carron:
from mass-produced products meeting a broad array of needs to the very finest
handmade bespoke guns.
Enter the world of Verney-Carron thanks to our “200 Years Special Edition” catalog.
Discover our story, our heritage, and our latest creations celebrating this exceptional
year.
The Board of Directors,
Jean Verney-Carron, CEO
Guillaume Verney-Carron, Managing Director
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200 ans d’histoire,
6 générations,
un amour toujours plus grand
Tout a commencé avec Claude VERNEY et Antoinette CARRON.
Claude VERNEY est issu d’une famille d’armuriers dont la tradition s’est enracinée dès 1650.
Il est avant tout un visionnaire. A l’âge de 20 ans, il remporte le premier prix de sculpture sur bois
de fusil au Concours d’armurerie de Saint-Etienne, alors berceau et capitale dans ce domaine.
Dès sa première collection en 1820, année de création de l’entreprise, Claude a la volonté de poser
les bases de l’excellence française de l’armurerie et de l’artisanat.
On se souvient de lui comme d’un leader charismatique, travailleur, chaleureux et plein d’humour.
Il aime occuper son temps libre à ﬂâner au grand air, chasser, se laisser guider par la nature, pour
se sentir en harmonie avec elle.

C

M

Antoinette CARRON, dont le père et le grand-père sont tous deux armuriers, est une jeune femme
talentueuse. Inﬂuencée par sa mère qui grave avec ﬁnesse et qui s’implique fortement dans le travail
familial, Antoinette développe dès son plus jeune âge une passion pour l’art, la culture et l'artisanat.
Elle aime par-dessus tout sculpter, graver et broder et s’inspire de la belle et mystérieuse campagne
qui entoure sa ville. Fascinée par la nature, elle adore les sorties de chasse avec sa famille et ses
chiens. Au dehors, elle se sent libre, émancipée et créative.
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Rien ne semble alors plus naturel que l'union de ces deux individus. Ensemble ils se révèlent une force
puissante. Ce couple aimant se consacre à la sauvegarde et à la perpétuation de l'héritage familial
et de l'amour commun pour la nature.

N

La vision de Claude, son dynamisme et sa quête de l'excellence dans son métier ont été élégamment
soutenus et renforcés par sa femme, Antoinette, qui lui apporte son goût, son souci du détail
et son talent artistique.
Ensemble, ils ont ouvert la voie à l'innovation incessante qui va se poursuivre pendant deux cents ans,
faisant de VERNEY-CARRON le premier et le plus ancien armurier français.
Depuis, la famille VERNEY-CARRON, attachée à son héritage, n'a cessé d'écrire d'autres chapitres
de cette histoire.

200 Years of History,
200 ans d’histoire,
6 Generations,
6 générations,
an
Love
un Ever-Growing
amour toujours
plus grand

L'histoire de deux siècles consacrés à l'art de l'armurerie.
L'histoire de la contribution de notre famille à l’évolution du patrimoine français de la chasse
et de l'art de vivre.
L'histoire de notre amour éternel pour la nature.

Verney-Carron’s story all began with Claude VERNEY and Antoinette CARRON.

Tout a commencé avec Claude VERNEY et Antoinette CARRON.
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Timeline & Milestones
1820
Once upon a time in Saint-Etienne
For centuries, the city of Saint-Etienne had already
been so renowned for the quality and expertise of its
gunsmiths that it officially became the “Manufacture
Royale” in 1764, with the approval of King Louis XV.
A tradition of excellence that Claude Verney was very
much a part of. He distinguished himself at the age of
20 when he won 1st prize for gunstock woodcarving
at the city’s gunsmith competition.
Legitimized by this recognition, he set out on his own.
He then married Antoinette Carron, his soul mate,
who became both his partner in life and in business.
Together, they founded much more than just a family:
a name destined to stand the test of time and win a
place in the hearts of hunters and nature lovers.

1867
Honorary titles and international awards
In 1867, Verney-Carron was awarded the gold medal
at the Universal Exposition in Paris for its innovative
spirit in the creation of guns. Further awards
were regularly received at subsequent Universal
Expositions:
Again in Paris in 1878, 1889, 1900 and 1931,
In Amsterdam in 1883, Saint Petersburg in 1897,
In Hanoi in 1902, Liège in 1930, Brussels in 1959, etc.

1936
Survival strategy and determination
With the crisis following the stock market crash of
1929 came the recession. Verney-Carron responded
by broadening its business, distributing fishing and
tennis gear, but above all by manufacturing bicycles
under its own brand from 1936 onwards. This latter
diversiﬁcation, temporary but strategic, enabled the
company to survive, with tenacity, through the harsh
years of the Second World War.
Photo Sylvain Madelon
Saint-Etienne Museum of Art and Industry

1966
Sagittaire
Verney-Carron launched the “Sagittaire”, the first
over-and-under shotgun that is mass-produced
in France. It immediately won the hearts of many
hunters and became the market leader, as well as
becoming the emblem of the company.
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2002
Between comfort and high performance
In order to support and assist hunters as closely as
possible in their wish to immerse themselves in nature in
complete freedom, Verney-Carron decided to launch the
“Ligne Verney-Carron”, a range of hunting clothing and
accessories, created in partnership with Club Interchasse
(CISAS). The “Ligne” was remarkably well received,
and immediately established itself in the landscape of
technical hunting apparel.

2004
The art of bespoke gunmaking
Verney-Carron wanted to revive its origins and its long
tradition of craftsmanship. The company acquired
Demas, another traditional artisan gunmaker from Saint
Etienne.Thanks to this alliance of strengths, knowledge
and talents of the two companies, “L’Atelier VerneyCarron” was born: an artisanal workshop where each
bespoke gun tells a unique story for and by its clients.
A bespoke Verney-Carron gun is more than just one of
the finest creations which combine art and technology. It
is a symbol of heritage and investment that many of the
world’s greatest collectors desire to own and hand down.

2016
Design thinking: our clients at the heart of our
innovation
Verney-Carron made an aggressive strategic move
deciding to fully integrate design into its value chain. To
achieve this, extensive studies were carried out with its
customers in order to design the ideal hunting guns and
rifles.
The revolutionary “Speedline” rifle was the first fruit of
this new strategy. Released in 2016, it responded to new
hunting practices thanks to its patented “Stop&Go®”
system. The following year, it was voted best rifle of the
year in the “Connaissance de La Chasse” awards. In 2018,
it was awarded the “Observeur du Design” label, a label
that is acknowledged worldwide for its blend of cuttingedge technology and French-style art de vivre covering
all sectors of industry.
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2020
Two hundred candles
The Verney-Carron family, bringing together
the descendants of Claude and Antoinette, the
employees and all the clients, are celebrating the
company’s 200th anniversary. This very special
occasion makes the family look deeper into what the
name Verney-Carron stands for, its heritage, and its
mission:
“to bring the very best of French creation to
every hunter and nature lover in the world”.
In order to make sure that this identity is
fundamentally instilled in our products and services,
from 2020 we are going to gather all our ranges of
hunting-related creations under one name, VerneyCarron.
Accordingly, “L’Atelier” – the entity where our most
exquisite bespoke guns are built – is going to be fully
integrated into the brand, becoming “Verney-Carron
Collection”.
The story of our Maison, founded with a great deal of
love, will continue to evolve, with a constant will and
drive to write new pages for the committed hunters
and nature lovers that we are.
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Sagittaire
SagittaireXS
models

1

2

3

4

A Bicentennial. Most of the time it’s to
celebrate the end of a war or something
not cool. Not for us, we are celebrating
a great occasion, a nice birthday, the
continuation of a beautiful story that
began in 1820.

1

Barrel numbered and engraved
“VERNEY-CARRON CRÉATEUR DEPUIS 200 ANS”

2 Trigger(s) with fine gold plating
3 Exclusive «200 Ans» pistol grip cap

On this occasion, it is no less than 8
models - emblematic of our family
Maison, the oldest in France in the world of
hunting, and representative of our raison
d’être «to bring the very best of French
creation to every hunter and nature lover
in the world»- which we offer in limited
edition numbered from 1 to 200, delivered
with a certificate.

4 Old silver finish with subjects gilded in fine gold
Supplied in a gun case with a “200 Ans” knife and a certificate
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Choose one for collection purpose or
for the pleasure of owning a unique and
original object.
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Speedline
Impact NT
models

1

Barrel numbered and engraved
“VERNEY-CARRON CRÉATEUR DEPUIS 200 ANS”

2

Trigger, magazine lock button and cocking
lever gilded in fine gold

3 Exclusive «200 Ans» pistol grip cap
Supplied in a gun case with a certificate

1

2

2

2

3
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SMALL GAME

Over and under shotguns

S A G I T TA I R E Aquilon

CONÇU ET
FABRIQUÉ
EN

FRANCE

Walnut stock★★★

S A G I T TA I R E Aquilon
S A I N T- H U B E R T

«Duck» pistol grip cap
More caps see p. 27

STEEL SHOT
PROOF TESTED

Ref. 262CX71AQSH (extractor - Ergal receiver)
Ref. 262CX71MAQSH (extractor - steel receiver)
Ref. 272CX71AQSH (automatic ejectors - Ergal receiver)
Ref. 272CX71MAQSH (automatic ejectors - steel receiver)

Walnut stock★★★

S A G I T TA I R E Aquilon
E XT R A- LU X E

STEEL SHOT
PROOF TESTED

Ref. 262CX71AQ (extractor - Ergal receiver)
Ref. 262CX71MAQ (extractor - steel receiver)
Ref. 272CX71AQ (automatic ejectors - Ergal receiver)
Ref. 272CX71MAQ (automatic ejectors - steel receiver)

Walnut stock★★

S A G I T TA I R E Aquilon
CLASSIQUE

STEEL SHOT
PROOF TESTED

Ref. 242CX71AQ (extractor - Ergal receiver)
Ref. 242CX71MAQ (extractor - steel receiver)
Ref. 252CX71AQ (automatic ejectors - Ergal receiver)
Ref. 252CX71MAQ (automatic ejectors - steel receiver)

Specifications
CALIBER

Magnum 12 gauge

TOTAL LENGTH

115 cm

WEIGHT

2,700 kg (Ergal receiver)
or 3 kg (steel receiver)

BARRELS

- 71 cm, Chrome
molybdenum
cold-forged «Super
Diamond» steel
- Special slim interchangeable
Chokes

TRIGGER
CHOICES

- Classic double
- Double with dual-action
front trigger
- Non-selective single
trigger

LOCKING

by 2 conical bolts

RECEIVER

Steel or forged Ergal

Options
WOOD

EJECTION

oil-finished walnut
- Stock: pistol grip or English
- Forend: full
extractor or automatic
ejectors with extremely
powerful hammers

SIGHTING
SYSTEM

7 mm ventilated rib

PERCUSSION

axial and direct

SLING SWIVELS

supplied

PROOF

steel shot tested

• Custom stock measurements on request
• Modified stock for left-hander
• English stock available at extra charge
• Full cross-over stock (to aim with left eye
while shouldering on the right)

• Interchangeable chokes from cylindrical
to Extra choke
• Additional set of barrels

Supplied with gun case
and 3 interchangeable chokes
1/4, 1/2 and full.

• Custom possibilities:
- your name on the barrel
- your initials on the trigger guard

verney-carron.com
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SMALL GAME
CONÇU ET
FABRIQUÉ
EN

FRANCE

S A G I T TA I R E Polynox

Walnut stock★★★

S A G I T TA I R E Polynox
S A I N T- H U B E R T

«Duck» pistol grip cap
More caps see p. 27

STEEL SHOT
PROOF TESTED

Ref. 262CX68PSH (extractor - Ergal receiver)
Ref. 262CX68MPSH (extractor - steel receiver)
Ref. 272CX68PSH (automatic ejectors - Ergal receiver)
Ref. 272CX68MPSH (automatic ejectors - steel receiver)

Walnut stock★★★

S A G I T TA I R E Polynox
E XT R A- LU X E

STEEL SHOT
PROOF TESTED

Ref. 262CX68P (extractor - Ergal receiver)
Ref. 262CX68MP (extractor - steel receiver)
Ref. 272CX68P (automatic ejectors - Ergal receiver)
Ref. 272CX68MP (automatic ejectors - steel receiver)

Walnut stock★★

S A G I T TA I R E Polynox
CLASSIQUE

STEEL SHOT
PROOF TESTED

Ref. 242CX68P (extractor - Ergal receiver)
Ref. 242CX68MP (extractor - steel receiver)
Ref. 252CX68P (automatic ejectors - Ergal receiver)
Ref. 252CX68MP (automatic ejectors - steel receiver)

SAGITTAIRE Polynox
ONE

STEEL SHOT
PROOF TESTED

Only available with extractor and Ergal receiver.
Supplied with only 3 chokes. Mat barrel finish.
Ref. 242CXONE68P («classic» double triggers)
Ref. 241CXONE68P (single trigger)

Specifications

Options

CALIBER

Magnum 12 gauge

RECEIVER

steel or forged Ergal

• Custom stock measurements on request

TOTAL LENGTH

112 cm (with internal chokes)

WOOD

• Modified stock for left-hander

WEIGHT

2,700 kg (Ergal receiver)
or 3 kg (steel receiver)

oil-finished walnut
- Stock: pistol grip (or English
at extra charge)
- Forend: full

BARRELS

- 68 cm, Chrome molybdenum
cold-forged «super
diamond» steel
- Interchangeable Chokinox®
chokes (internal, long et
extra long) lengthening the
barrels of 3 or 5 cm

EJECTION

TRIGGER
CHOICES

- Classic double
- Double with dual-action
front trigger
- Non-selective single
trigger

LOCKING

by 2 conical bolts

extractor or automatic ejectors
with extremely powerful
hammers (except Polynox One)

• English stock available at extra charge
• Full cross-over stock (to aim with
left eye while shouldering on the right)

SIGHTING SYSTEM 7mm ventilated rib

• Interchangeable Chokinox® chokes
- Internal
- Long (+3 cm)
- Extra Long (+5 cm)

PERCUSSION

axial and direct

• Additional set of barrels

SLING SWIVELS

supplied

PROOF

steel shot tested

• Custom possibilities:
- your name on the barrel
- your initials on the trigger guard

Supplied with gun case
and 5 interchangeable chokes
Chokinox® (3 x “internal” : ¼, ½, full and
2 x “Long” : ¼ and ½) (Except Polynox One)

8I
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Over and under shotguns

S A G I T TA I R E Ultra Léger, Spécial Palombe & La Billebaude

CONÇU ET
FABRIQUÉ
EN

FRANCE

An extremely refined 12 gauge shotgun with the exceptional Sagittaire over and under shotgun characteristics,
the perfect choice for all hunters who walk long distances, thanks to its ultra-light weight, less than 2.5 kg!

Walnut stock★★★
Forged Ergal receiver, total length 110 cm, 66 cm barrel, simple front sight
Supplied with gun case and 3 interchangeables Chokinox : ¼, ½ and full

S A G I T TA I R E Ultra Léger

LIGHT
WEIGHT

E XT R A- LU X E

Ref. 262CX66PUL
2,480 KG

STEEL SHOT
PROOF TESTED

S A G I T TA I R E Ultra Léger
CLASSIQUE

Ref. 242CX66PUL

Walnut stock★★

S A G I T TA I R E Spécial Palombe
LIGHT
WEIGHT

11 mm ventilated
milled rib

3,250 KG

CLASSIQUE

Steel receiver, total length 120 cm, 76 cm barrels,
11 mm ventilated milled rib.
Supplied with gun case. ¾ fixed chokes and extra choke.
Ref. 242TE76MP

Walnut stock★★

Luminous rear sight

S A G I T TA I R E La Billebaude

2 «Internal» chokes:
Cylinder and 1/2 choke

CLASSIQUE

LIGHT
WEIGHT
2 «Extra-Long» chokes:
Rifled and 1/2 choke

2 «+10 cm» chokes: 1/4 choke,
1/2 choke or 3/4 choke

2,500 KG

STEEL SHOT
PROOF TESTED

Steel receiver, total length 104 cm, 60 cm barrels,
7mm ventilated rib with rear sight (2 green points)
and red fiber optic front sight.
Supplied with gun case and 6 interchangeables Chokinox® chokes ®
Ref. 242CX60P

Specifications
CALIBER

Magnum 12

BARRELS

Chrome molybdenum coldhammered
“Super Diamond” steel.

TRIGGER
CHOICES

- Classic double
- Double with dual-action
front trigger
- Non-selective single
trigger

Options
WOOD

EJECTION
SIGHTING
SYSTEM
PERCUSSION

LOCKING

by 2 conical bolts

SLING SWIVELS

RECEIVER

forged Ergal (Ultra Léger and
La Billebaude), steel (Spécial
Palombe)

PROOF

oil-finished walnut
- Stock : pistol grip or English
- Forend : full

• Custom stock measurements on request
• Modified stock for left-hander

•E
 nglish stock available at extra charge
extractor (or automatic ejectors
on request)
• Full cross-over stock (to aim with left
eye while shouldering on the right)
7mm ventilated rib or simple
• Interchangeable Chokinox® chokes
front sight
- Internal
axial and direct
- Long (+3 cm)
- Extra Long (+5 cm)
supplied
superior or steel shot
depending on models

• Additional set of barrels
• Custom possibilities:
- your name on the barrel
- your initials on the trigger guard
verney-carron.com
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SMALL GAME
CONÇU ET
FABRIQUÉ
EN

FRANCE

S A G I T TA I R E Bécassier

WOODCOCK HUNTING : A DIFFICULT ART

An extremely short and lightweight shotgun, with weight balanced to the rear for fast shouldering, combined with Verney-Carron’s
special rifled barrel designed to open the shot pattern up, giving you an optimal spread for woodcock or close range shooting.

Walnut stock★★★

S A G I T TA I R E Bécassier
MORDORÉE

LIGHT
WEIGHT
«Woodcock» pistol grip cap
More caps see p. 27

2,500 KG

STEEL SHOT
PROOF TESTED

Ref. 262RI6OPSH (extractor - rifled lower barrel)
Ref. 272RI6OPSH (automatic ejectors - rifled lower barrel)
Ref. 262CI6OPSH (extractor - smooth lower barrel)
Ref. 272CI6OPSH (automatic ejectors - smooth lower barrel)

Walnut stock★★★

S A G I T TA I R E Bécassier
E XT R A- LU X E

LIGHT
WEIGHT

2,500 KG

STEEL SHOT
PROOF TESTED

Ref. 262RI6OP (extractor - rifled lower barrel)
Ref. 272RI6OP (automatic ejectors - rifled lower barrel)
Ref. 262CI6OP (extractor - smooth lower barrel)
Ref. 272CI6OP (automatic ejectors - smooth lower barrel)

Walnut stock★★

S A G I T TA I R E Bécassier
CLASSIQUE

LIGHT
WEIGHT

2,500 KG

STEEL SHOT
PROOF TESTED

Ref. 242RI6OP (extractor - rifled lower barrel)
Ref. 252RI6OP (automatic ejectors - rifled lower barrel)
Ref. 242CI6OP (extractor - smooth lower barrel)
Ref. 252CI6OP (automatic ejectors - smooth lower barrel)

Specifications

Options

CALIBER

12 gauge

RECEIVER

forged Ergal

• Custom stock measurements on request

TOTAL LENGTH

104 cm

WOOD

• Modified stock for left-hander

WEIGHT

2,500 kg

oil-finished walnut
- Stock : pistol grip or English
- Forend : full

BARRELS

- 60 cm, Chrome
molybdenum cold-forged
«Super Diamond» steel
- Lower barrel with VerneyCarron extra-spread rifling
(or smooth) and upper barrel
with interchangeable chokes
Chokinox®

EJECTION

extractor or automatic ejectors

SIGHTING
SYSTEM

7mm ventilated rib

PERCUSSION

axial and direct

SLING SWIVELS

supplied

PROOF

steel shot tested

TRIGGER
CHOICES

- Classic double
- Double with dual-action
front trigger
- Non-selective single
trigger

LOCKING

by 2 conical bolts

• English stock available
• Full cross-over stock (to aim with left
eye while shouldering on the right)

• Additional set of barrels
• Custom possibilities:
- your name on the barrel
- your initials on the trigger guard

Supplied with gun case and
2 interchangeable chokes Chokinox® :
cyl and ½

10 I
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Over and under shotguns

S A G I T TA I R E Grand Bécassier

CONÇU ET
FABRIQUÉ
EN

FRANCE

EVEN LIGHTER : 2,4 KG

Barrel without ventilated rib. Supplied with gun case Incredibly
effective! Lower barrel with Verney-Carron extra-spread rifling.

Walnut stock★★★

S A G I T TA I R E Grand Bécassier

LIGHT
WEIGHT

2,400 KG

MORDORÉE

STEEL SHOT
PROOF TESTED

Ref. 262RI6OPGBSH
«Woodcock» pistol grip cap
More caps see p. 27

Walnut stock★★★

S A G I T TA I R E Grand Bécassier

LIGHT
WEIGHT

2,400 KG

E XT R A- LU X E

STEEL SHOT
PROOF TESTED

Ref. 262RI6OPGB

Walnut stock★★

S A G I T TA I R E Grand Bécassier

LIGHT
WEIGHT

2,400 KG

CLASSIQUE

STEEL SHOT
PROOF TESTED

Ref. 242RI6OPGB

Specifications

Options

CALIBER

12 gauge

RECEIVER

forged Ergal

• Custom stock measurements on request

TOTAL LENGTH

104 cm

WOOD

• Modified stock for left-hander

WEIGHT

2,400 kg

oil-finished walnut
- Stock: pistol grip or English
- Forend: full

BARRELS

-6
 0 cm, Chrome molybdenum
cold-forged «Super Diamond»
steel
- Lower barrel with VerneyCarron extra spread rifling and
upper barrel with
interchangeable chokes
Chokinox® (cylinder lower barrel
on request)

EJECTION

extractor (or automatic ejectors
on request)

SIGHTING
SYSTEM

simple front sight

PERCUSSION

axial and direct

SLING SWIVELS

supplied

PROOF

steel shot tested

TRIGGER
CHOICES

LOCKING

- Classic double
- Double with dual-action
front trigger
- Non-selective single trigger
by 2 conical bolts

Supplied with gun case
and 2 interchangeable chokes
Chokinox®: cylinder and ½

• English stock available at extra charge
• Full cross-over stock (to aim with left eye
while shouldering on the right)

• Additional set of barrels
• Custom possibilities:
- your name on the barrel
- your initials on the trigger guard

verney-carron.com I
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SMALL GAME
CONÇU ET
FABRIQUÉ
EN

FRANCE

S A G I T TA I R E X S X S 2 0 Plaine
The receiver is enjoying
a traditional design and
a re-designed slimer top
lever.

True 20 gauge with
a slim round receiver
(XS= Xtra Small)

Walnut stock★★★

S A G I T TA I R E X S X S 2 0 Plaine

LIGHT
WEIGHT

2,600 KG

E XT R A- LU X E

STEEL SHOT
PROOF TESTED

Ref. 262XS20CX71 (extractor)
Ref. 272XS20CX71 (automatic ejectors)

Walnut stock★★

S A G I T TA I R E X S X S 2 0 Plaine

LIGHT
WEIGHT

2,600 KG

CLASSIQUE

STEEL SHOT
PROOF TESTED

Ref. 242XS20CX71 (extractor)
Ref. 252XS20CX71 (automatic ejectors)

Specifications
WOOD

oil-finished walnut
- Stock : pistol grip or English
- Forend : full

• XS20 Plaine Magnum 20 gauge with
66 cm barrels and 28 gauge with 71 cm barrels
models are available on request

2,600 kg

EJECTION

extractor or automatic ejectors

• English stock available

- 71 cm Chrome molybdenum
cold-forged « super
diamond » steel
- Interchangeable chokes,
20 gauge

SIGHTING
SYSTEM

7mm ventilated rib

• Custom stock measurements
on request

PERCUSSION

axial and direct

PROOF

steel shot tested

CALIBER

Magnum 20 gauge

TOTAL LENGTH

115 cm

WEIGHT
BARRELS

TRIGGER
CHOICES

Options

- Classic double
- Double with dual-action
front trigger
- Non-selective single
trigger

LOCKING

by 2 conical bolts

RECEIVER

forged Ergal with a steel insert
(steel on order)

• True left-hander
- Left opening key
- Modified stock for left-hander
• Interchangeable 20 gauge choke
• « Série spéciale » wood ★★★★ and handmade
engraving on request
• Additional set of barrels

Supplied with gun case
and 3 interchangeables
chokes ¼, ½ and full

• Custom possibilities:
- your name on the barrel
- your initials on the trigger guard

12 I
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Over and under shotguns

S A G I T TA I R E X S X S 2 0 Bécassier

CONÇU ET
FABRIQUÉ
EN

FRANCE

Walnut stock★★★

LIGHT
WEIGHT

S A G I T TA I R E X S X S 2 0 Bécassier
E XT R A- LU X E

2,370 KG

STEEL SHOT
PROOF TESTED

Ref. 262XS20RI60

Walnut stock★★

LIGHT
WEIGHT

2,370 KG

S A G I T TA I R E X S X S 2 0 Bécassier
STEEL SHOT
PROOF TESTED

CLASSIQUE

Ref. 242XS20RI60

Specifications

Options

CALIBER

Magnum 20 gauge

RECEIVER

forged Ergal with a steel insert

• English stock available

TOTAL LENGTH

115 cm

WOOD

WEIGHT

• Custom stock measurements
on request

2,370 kg

oil-finished walnut
- Stock : pistol grip or English
- Forend : full

BARRELS

- 60 cm Chrome molybdenum
cold-forged
« super diamond » steel
- Lower barrel with VerneyCarron extra spread rifling
and upper barrel with
interchangeable chokes

EJECTION

extractor or automatic ejectors
(on request)

SIGHTING
SYSTEM

7mm ventilated rib

PERCUSSION

axial and direct

TRIGGER
CHOICES

- Classic double
- Double with dual-action
front trigger
- Non-selective single
trigger

PROOF

steel shot tested

LOCKING

by 2 conical bolts

• True left-hander
- Left opening key
- Modified stock for left-hander
• Interchangeable 20 gauge choke
• « Série spéciale » wood ★★★★
and handmade engraving on request
• Additional set of barrels
• Custom possibilities:
- your name on the barrel
- your initials on the trigger guard

Livré en mallette avec
2 chokes interchangeables
calibre 20 : cyl et ½
verney-carron.com
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SMALL GAME
CONÇU ET
FABRIQUÉ
EN

FRANCE

VÉLOCE
RATE OF FIRE
An unequalled rate of fire on a manual repeating shotgun
thanks to the Stop&Go® system.

MODELS
SUITABLE FOR
LEFT-HANDER
«Stop&Go» lever on the left side.
On request.

LIGHT
WEIGHT

V É L O C E Classique

3,150 KG

STEEL SHOT
PROOF TESTED

3,450 KG

STEEL SHOT
PROOF TESTED

Ref. VL12CX71

V É L O C E Gibier d’Eau

LIGHT
WEIGHT

3,150 KG

LIGHT
WEIGHT

3,100 KG

Ref. VL12CX76

V É L O C E Gros Gibier
Ref. VL1256GG

V É L O C E One
Ref. VL120NE71

14 I
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Stop&Go® manual repeating shotguns
Specifications

• V checkering, ultra ergonomic,
• Walnut stock★★★

• Super Magnum (= 12/89)
• Internal 7 cm long choke for an increase in
maximum range
• Wetland finish: increased resistance to abrasion
and moisture corrosion

Versatile aim thanks to a Cantilever rail:
with built-in «battue» rib and fiber optic rear sight or
allowing the mounting of an optical sight

CALIBER

Magnum and Super Magnum
(Gibier d’Eau) 12 gauge

TOTAL LENGTH

113 cm (Gros Gibier),
123 cm (Classique and One)
128 cm (Gibier d’Eau)

WEIGHT

3,150 or 3,450 kg (Gibier d’Eau)

BARRELS

Chrome molybdenum
« Super Diamond » steel:
- 76 cm interchangeable chokes
(Gibier d’Eau)
- 61 cm fixed choke (cylindrical)
(Gros Gibier)
- 71 cm interchangeable chokes
(Classique and One)

RECEIVER

- Rail on the top compatible with
most of the mounts available on
the market
- In Ergal, high sturdiness, black
anodized.

STOCK AND
FOREND

- Soft Touch camouflaged
synthetic stock with ergonomic
inserts (Gibier d’Eau)
- Soft Touch synthetic stock
(Gros Gibier)
- 3-star walnut with ultraergonomic V-shaped
checkering (Classique and
One).

EJECTION

automatic

SIGHTING SYSTEM 8mm ventilated rib and fiber
optic front sight (Gibier d’Eau,
One and Classique).
Cantilever Rail (Gros Gibier)
MAGAZINE TUBE

5+1

PROOF

superior or steel shot depending
on models

Supplied with gun case
and 5 interchangeable
chokes, from cylindrical
to Full choke.
(Except Gros Gibier: fixed choke)

Options
•M
 agazine tube extender (+2)
• Barrel extension of 5 cm with interchangeable
chokes

NOUVEAU

• Custom possibilities:
- Your name on the barrel

verney-carron.com
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GROS GIBIER
CONÇU ET
FABRIQUÉ
EN

FRANCE

S A G I T TA I R E
TECHNOLOGY
AT THE BEST PRICE
Sagittaire’s proven technology of
over-and-under weapon, at reasonable
price and made in France and designed
for big game hunters.

S A G I T TA I R E Express
Over and under rifle
56 cm barrels.
Total length 100 cm.
Ref. 241EXB...SA200

S A G I T TA I R E Express
ONE

All our Express One
and Traqueur One rifles
come with a control target

LIGHT
WEIGHT

3,150 KG

Specifications

Over and under rifle
56 cm barrels.
Total length 100 cm.
Ref. 241EXONE

Options

CALIBERS

8x57 JRS, 9,3x74R, 30-06

TOTAL LENGTH

100 cm

WEIGHT

3,150 kg

EJECTION

BARRELS

High precision, rifled
- 56 cm
- Intermediary welded rib

SIGHTING SYSTEM «battue» rib
and fiber optic front sight

TRIGGER

non-selective single trigger

LOCKING

by 2 conical bolts
on the upper barrel

RECEIVER

forged Ergal, black anodized

WOOD

oil-finished walnut
- Stock: pistol
- Forend: cased
extractor

OPTICS

machined slots for mounting

PERCUSSION

axial and direct

SLING SWIVELS

supplied

• Custom stock measurements on request
• Additional set of barrels
• Possibility of customization:
- your name on the barrel
- your initials on the trigger guard

16 I
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Over and under shotguns

S A G I T TA I R E X S e X S
All our rifles
SagittaireXS eXS
come With a control
target

CONÇU ET
FABRIQUÉ
EN

FRANCE

THE SAGITTAIREXS eXS HAS A GENUINE 20 GAUGE RECEIVER.
(XS = Extra Small), with entirely reworked lines
(finer and rounded receiver, modified top lever…).

Walnut stock★★★
LIGHT
WEIGHT

S A G I T TA I R E X S e X S
S A I N T- H U B E R T

3 KG

Ergal receiver

Ref. 261XSSH (extractor)
Ref. 271XSSH (automatic ejectors)
Pistol grip cap
More caps

Walnut stock★★★

LIGHT
WEIGHT

3 KG

Ergal receiver

S A G I T TA I R E X S e X S
E XT R A- LU X E

Ref. 261XS (extractor)
Ref. 271XS (automatic ejectors)

Walnut stock★★

LIGHT
WEIGHT

3 KG

Ergal receiver

S A G I T TA I R E X S e X S
CLASSIQUE

Ref. 241XS (extractor)
Ref. 251XS (automatic ejectors)

Specifications
CALIBERS

8x57 JRS, 9,3x74R
(or 30R Blaser on request)

TOTAL LENGTH

100 cm

WEIGHT

3 kg (Ergal receiver)
or 3,2 kg (steel receiver)

BARRELS

high precision rifled:
- 56 cm
- Intermediary welded rib
- Micrometric adjustment at
barrel ends

TRIGGERS

non selective single trigger
or «classic» double trigger on
request

LOCKING

by 2 conical bolts

RECEIVER

size “20 gauge“ in high
resistance forged steel (or
forged Ergal with a steel insert)

Catalogue2020-32p GB an.indd 19

Options
WOOD

EJECTION

oil-finished walnut
- Stock: pistol grip with cheek
piece. For left hander (without
cheek piece) in option.
- Forend: full tulip forend
extractor or automatic ejectors
with extremely powerful
hammers

SIGHTING
SYSTEM

«battue» rib with 3-point rear
sight, fiber optic front sight

OPTICS

machined slots for mounting

PERCUSSION

axial and direct

Supplied with gun case

• Custom stock measurements on request
• True left-hander:
- Left-opening top lever
- Stock modified for left-hander
(without cheek piece)
• Pistol grip stock and rear safety
• Optics and mountings
• Additional set of barrels
• Custom possibilities:
- your name on the barrel
- your initials on the trigger guard

verney-carron.com I
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BIG GAME
CONÇU ET
FABRIQUÉ
EN

FRANCE

SPEEDLINE

NEW

Exists in

LIGHT
WEIGHT

D

LEF

T-

ER

TRUE

HAN

3,100 KG

(without muzzle break)

S P E E D L I N E Karbon
Ref. 83SLS+K

NEW

LIGHT
WEIGHT

3,150 KG

(without muzzle break)

S P E E D L I N E One
Ref. 83SLONE

LIGHT
WEIGHT

3,150 KG

(without muzzle break)

S P E E D L I N E Bête Noire
Ref. 83SLBN

QUICK & MODULAR
LIGHT
WEIGHT

3,150 KG

(without muzzle break)

S P E E D L I N E Classique
Ref. 83SL

• An exceptionnal modularity with the various accessories
included
• An unequalled rate of fire on a manual repeating rifle
thanks to the Stop&Go® system.

All Speedlines and all calibers are available in «left-hander adapted» version, (right-hander version with lever on the left side).

18 I
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Manual repeating rifles stop&go®

TRUE LEFT-HANDER

Ejection window on the left

LIGHT
WEIGHT

3,150 KG

(without muzzle break)

LIGHT
WEIGHT

3,150 KG

(without muzzle break)

Lever on the left

Left-hander stock

S P E E D L I N E Classique
True left-hander
Calibers 30-06 and 300 Win Mag only
Ref. 83SLVG

S P E E D L I N E Bête Noire
True left-hander
Calibers 30-06 and 300 Win Mag only
Ref. 83SLVGBN

Specifications
CALIBERS

7x64, 300 Win Mag, 30-06,
7mm Rem Mag

Options
EJECTION

2 piston ejection system

TOTAL LENGTH

113 cm

SIGHTING
SYSTEM

versatile, with either
open sights or «battue» rib

WEIGHT

3,150 kg
(excluding muzzle break)

MAGAZINE

removable metal magazine
for 5 cartridges

BARRELS

55 cm (excluding muzzle
break) high-precision fluted
and threaded barrel with
muzzle break

SLING SWIVELS

detachable, supplied

OPTICS

threaded mounting holes
in the receiver with steel insert

LOCKING

6 lugs directly into the barrel

STOCK AND
FOREND

walnut, ergonomic checkering
and Executive® Stock system.

RECEIVER

Ergal

• Optics, rails and mounts (see page 27)
• Additional 3 shots magazines
• Additional 5 shots magazines
• Custom possibilities:
- your name or your text on the barrel
- personalized grip cap
• EXECUTIVE+ Pack :
stock (without forend)
with 30° Assist
and Comfort Pad

Supplied with gun case
verney-carron.com
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BIG GAME
CONÇU ET
FABRIQUÉ
EN

FRANCE

I M PA C T L A
NEW
Exists in

D

LEF

T-

ER

TRUE

LIGHT
WEIGHT

HAN

3,100 KG

LIGHT
WEIGHT

3,150 KG

I M PA C T L A Evolution
Synthetic stock and forend
Ref. 33LASEVO… (55 cm barrel)
Ref. 33LATSEVO… (47 cm barrel)

I M PA C T L A Bête Noire
Walnut stock and forend.
Ref. 33BN (55 cm barrel)
Ref. 33BNT (47 cm barrel - Traqueur)

I M PA C T L A Classique

LIGHT
WEIGHT

3,250 KG

Trou de Pouce

Walnut stock and forend.
Ref. 33LATP (55 cm barrel)
Ref. 33LATTP (47 cm barrel - Traqueur)

7x64, 300 Win Mag, 9,3x62
(3-shot magazine only), 3006, 7mm Rem Mag and 308
Win, (243 Win on request).

TOTAL LENGTH

110 cm (or Traqueur 102 cm)

WEIGHT

3,150 kg (except synthetic
stock: 3,100 kg and
thumbhole stock: 3,250 kg)

BARRELS

high precision rifled, 55 cm
«battue» » or 47 cm
“Traqueur“ (60 cm “Affût” in
option)

LOCKING

I M PA C T L A Camo
Trou de Pouce
Walnut stock and synthetic forend
Ref. 33LASTPCAMO (55 cm barrel)
Ref. 33LATSTPCAMO (47 cm barrel - Traqueur)

Specifications
CALIBERS

Also available:

Options
STOCK

synthetic or walnut

• Optics, rails and mounts (see page 27)

RECEIVER

Ergal

EJECTION

2 piston ejection system

• Additional 3-shot magazine
• Additional 5-shot magazine

SIGHTING
SYSTEM

«battue» rib with adjustable
rear sight, adjustable fiber
optic front sight

• Custom possibilities:
your name on the barrel

MAGAZINE

removable metal magazine
for 3 or 5 cartridges (except
9,3 x 62)

• Performance Pack : 55 cm fluted barrel with
thread and muzzle break in 7x64, 300 Win
Mag, 30-06 et 7mm Rem Mag calibers only

SLING SWIVELS

detachable, supplied

• Affût model (barrel 60cm) on request

6 lugs directly into the barrel

20 I
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Linear reloading rifles

Performance
fluted and threaded
barrel with
muzzle break

I M PA C T L A Fusion
Walnut stock and forend, supplied with gun case
Ref. 33FU (55 cm barrel)
(7x64, 300 Win Mag, 30-06,
7mm Rem Mag calibres only)
Supplied with removable «battue» rib

LIGHT
WEIGHT

3,100 KG

(sans frein de bouche)

Exists in

D

LEF

T-

ER

TRUE

HAN

Exists in

D

LEF

ER

TRUE

T-

HAN

Exists in

3,100 KG

LIGHT
WEIGHT

3,100 KG

LIGHT
WEIGHT

D

LEF

ER

TRUE

T-

LIGHT
WEIGHT

HAN

3,150 KG

I M PA C T L A Camo Orange
Synthetic stock and forend
Ref. 33LASCAMOR (55 cm barrel)
Ref. 33LATSCAMOR (47 cm barrel - Traqueur)

I M PA C T L A One
Synthetic stock and forend
Ref. 33LAS (55 cm barrel)
Ref. 33LATS (47 cm barrel - Traqueur)

I M PA C T L A Classique
Walnut stock and forend
Ref. 33LA (55 cm barrel)
Ref. 33LAT (47 cm barrel - Traqueur)

NEW
Exists in

D

LEF

T-

LIGHT
WEIGHT

I M PA C T L A Karbon

3,150 KG

Ref. 33LAS+K
(55 cm fluted and threaded barrel with muzzle break)

ER

TRUE

HAN

verney-carron.com
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BIG GAME
CONÇU ET
FABRIQUÉ
EN

FRANCE

I M PA C T N T

NEW
LIGHT
WEIGHT

Exists in

3,10 0 KG

D

LEF

T-

ER

TRUE

HAN

I M PA C T N T Karbon
Ref. 43BAS+K (55 cm barrel)

Fluted and threaded
barrel with removable
«battue» rib

I M PA C T N T Fusion Executive
LIGHT
WEIGHT

3,150 KG

Exists in

D

LEF

T-

ER

TRUE

LIGHT
WEIGHT

HAN

3,150 KG

Walnut stock and forend Executive, supplied with gun case
Ref. 43FUX (55 cm fluted and threaded barrel
without muzzle break) (7x64, 300 Win Mag,
7mm Rem Mag et 30-06 calibers only)

I M PA C T N T Classique
Walnut stock and forend.
Ref. 43BAONE (55 cm barrel)
Ref. 43TONE (47 cm barrel - Traqueur)

Specifications

Options
EJECTION

2 piston ejection system

• Optics and mountings (see page 27)

SIGHTING
SYSTEM

3,150 kg (except synthetic
stock: 3,100 kg and
thumbhole stock: 3,250 kg)

«battue» rib with adjustable
rear sight, adjustable fiber
optic front sight

• Affût model (barrel 60cm) on request

110 cm (or Traqueur 102 cm)

MAGAZINE

BARREL

high precision rifled 55 cm,
floating (or Traqueur 47cm on
request)

pivoting metal magazine
for 2 cartridges (or removable
2 or 5 cartridges).

SLING SWIVELS

detachable, supplied

TRIGGER

light with short travel

OPTICS

threaded mounting holes in
the receiver with steel insert

LOCKING

6 lugs directly into the barrel

STOCK

synthetic or walnut

RECEIVER

Ergal

CALIBERS

7x64, 300 Win Mag,
7 mm Rem Mag, 30-06,

TOTAL LENGTH
WEIGHT

• Custom possibilities:
your name on the barrel
• Fulgur muzzle break for Fusion Executive model
• Performance Pack: 55 cm fluted barrel with
thread and muzzle break in 7x64, 300 Win Mag,
30-06 and 7mm Rem Mag calibers only.
• Executive Pack : stock (and forend) Excutive
• EXECUTIVE+ Pack : stock
(without forend) with 30°
Assist and Comfort Pad

22 I
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Semi-auto rifles

LIGHT
WEIGHT

3,150 KG

Exists in

Exists in

D

LEF

T-

ER

TRUE

LIGHT
WEIGHT

HAN

3,100 KG

LIGHT
WEIGHT

3,250 KG

D

LEF

T-

ER

TRUE

LIGHT
WEIGHT

HAN

3,100 KG

I M PA C T N T Camo Orange
Synthetic stock and forend.
Ref. 43BASCAMOR (55 cm barrel)
Ref. 43TSCAMOR (47 cm barrel)

I M PA C T N T Bête Noire
Walnut stock and forend, supplied with gun case
Ref. 43BN (55 cm barrel)
Ref. 43BNT (47 cm barrel)

I M PA C T N T One
Synthetic stock and forend.
Ref. 43BASONE (55 cm barrel)
Ref. 43TSONE (47 cm barrel - Traqueur)

I M PA C T N T Camo
Synthetic stock and forend.
Ref. 43BASCAMO (55 cm barrel)
Ref. 43TSCAMO (47 cm barrel - Traqueur)

I M PA C T N T Camo

I M PA C T N T Classique

Synthetic stock and forend.
Ref. 43BASTPCAMO (55 cm barrel)
Ref. 43TSTPCAMO (47 cm barrel - Traqueur)

Walnut stock and forend.
Ref. 43BATP (55 cm barrel)
Ref. 43TTP (47 cm barrel - Traqueur)

Trou de Pouce

Trou de Pouce

verney-carron.com
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SMALL GAME

Inertia semi-automatic shotguns

M AT R I X

M AT R I X Plaine
Magnum 12 gauge
LIGHT
WEIGHT

3,100 KG

STEEL SHOT
PROOF TESTED

71 cm barrel, total length 125 cm, Magnum 12 gauge,
Ergal receiver, ventilated rib 7 mm, interchangeable chokes
(supplied with 3 chokes: cylinder, ½ and full)
Steel shot proof tested.
Ref. MATB12CX71 (Wooden stock)
Ref. MATS12CX71 (Synthetic stock)

M AT R I X Gibier d’Eau
Magnum 12 gauge
LIGHT
WEIGHT

3,150 KG

STEEL SHOT
PROOF TESTED

76 cm barrel, total length 130 cm, Magnum 12 gauge,
Ergal receiver, ventilated rib 7 mm, interchangeable chokes
(supplied with 3 chokes: cylinder, ½ and full)
Steel shot proof tested.
Ref. MATB12CX76 (Wooden stock)
Ref. MATS12CX76 (Synthetic stock)

M AT R I X Bécassier
Magnum 12 gauge
LIGHT
WEIGHT

3 KG

STEEL SHOT
PROOF TESTED

61 cm barrel, total length 114 cm, Magnum 12 gauge,
Ergal receiver, ventilated rib 7 mm, interchangeable chokes
(supplied with 3 chokes: cylinder, ½ and full)
Steel shot proof tested.
Ref. MATB12C60B (Wooden stock)

M AT R I X Gros Gibier 12
LIGHT
WEIGHT

3 KG

Magnum 12 gauge
61 cm barrel, total length 114 cm, Magnum 12 gauge,
Ergal receiver, cylinder fixed choke, rear sight and front sight.
Ref. MATB12C60S (Wooden stock)

Options
• Inertia system
• Minimum maintenance for maximum performance
• Ergal receiver
• A well-designed shotgun, excellent handling,
and serious workmanship at an attractive price!

• Interchangeable chokes
• Extension + 10 cm

•A
 dditional sets of barrels Gros Gibier 12,
Plaine and Gibier d’eau (cannot be mounted on
Matrix Becassier)

24 I
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Gaz operated semi-automatic shotguns

V-ONE V12N V20N V28N

V 1 2 N Gros Gibier 12

V 1 2 N Plaine

LIGHT
WEIGHT

3,150 KG

STEEL SHOT
PROOF TESTED

Magnum 12 gauge

Magnum 12 gauge

71 cm barrel, total length 123 cm, supplied with 3 interchangeables
chokes, ventilated rib 7 mm. Steel shot proof tested.
Ref. V12NCX71 (Wooden stock)
Ref. V12NCX71G (Wooden stock - left-handed model)

61 cm barrel, total length 113 cm, cylinder fixed chokes,
«battue» rib
Ref. V12NSB61 (Wooden stock)

V 1 2 N Sous-Bois

V 1 2 N Gibier d’Eau

Magnum 12 gauge

Magnum 12 gauge

66 cm barrel, total length 118 cm, supplied with 3 interchangeables
chokes, ventilated rib 7 mm. Steel proof tested.
Ref. V12NCX66 (Wooden stock)

76 cm barrel, total length 128 cm, supplied with 3 interchangeables chokes, ventilated rib 7 mm. Steel shot proof tested.
Ref. V12NCX76 (Wooden stock)

V- O N E
Magnum 12 gauge

LIGHT
WEIGHT

3,100 KG

STEEL SHOT
PROOF TESTED

71 cm Barrel, total length 123 cm, supplied with 3 interchangeables
chokes. 7mm ventilated rib. Steel shot proof tested.
Ref. V12NONECX71 (synthetic stock)

Walnut stock★★★

V20N
Magnum 20 gauge
LIGHT
WEIGHT

2,650 KG

STEEL SHOT
PROOF TESTED

71 cm barrel, total length 123 cm, supplied with
5 interchangeables chokes, ventilated rib 7mm,
weight 2,650kg. Steel shot proof tested.
Ref. V20NCX71 (Wooden stock ★★★)

V28N
28 gauge
LIGHT
WEIGHT

2,600 KG

• Gas intake system in stainless steel and aluminium.
Easy to maintain, the piston includes an all-metal sealing segment
for greater reliability.
Works with cartridges from 28g to 52g.
• High resistance Ergal receiver, milled for easy fitting of optics.
• Adjustable drop thanks to the 4 plates supplied with the gun
• Magazine cut-off

71 cm barrel, total length 123 cm, supplied with
5 interchangeables chokes, ventilated rib 6 mm,
weight 2,600 kg.
Ref. V28NCX71 (Wooden stock)

Options
• Interchangeables chokes for calibers
12, 20 and 28
• Additional barrels for V12N:
- Gros Gibier 12
- Sous-bois, Plaine, Gibier d’Eau
verney-carron.com
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SMALL GAME

Entry-level shotguns

VERCAR

J U X TA P O S É V E R C A R

STEEL SHOT
PROOF TESTED

Solid and reliable, this side by side Vercar has 71cm barrels with interchangeable chokes
(supplied with 3 chokes), pistol grip stock, steel receiver, steel shot proof tested
(except 28 gauge and 410 gauge), selective single trigger, extractor.
Ref. CHJ12VERCAR71CX ((Magnum 12 gauge - around 2,750 kg)
Ref. CHJ20VERCAR71CX (Magnum 20 gauge - around 2,650 kg)
Ref. CHJ28VERCAR71CX (28 gauge - around 2,500 kg)
Ref. CHJ410VERCAR71CX (410 gauge - around 2,100 kg)

SUPERPOSÉ VERCAR

STEEL SHOT
PROOF TESTED

This Vercar over and under shotgun has 71cm barrels with
interchangeable chokes (supplied with 5 chokes), grey steel receiver,
pistol grip stock, selective single trigger, extractor and steel shot proof
tested (except 28 gauge and 410 gauge).
Ref. CHVERCAR71CX (Magnum 12 gauge - around 3,100 kg)
Ref. CH20VERCAR71CX (Magnum 20 gauge - around 2,800 kg)
Ref. CH28VERCAR71CX (28 gauge - around 2,600 kg)
Ref. CH410VERCAR71CX (410 gauge - around 2,600 kg)

(supplied with 5 chokes and choke
spanner for fast fitting and removal)

S U P E R P O S É V E R C A R Gros Gibier
It has 55cm barrels with cylindrical fixed chokes, grey steel receiver, weight around
2,750 kg, Magnum 12 gauge, pistol stock, selective single trigger, extractor.
Ref. CHVERCAR55CC

S U P E R P O S É V E R C A R Trap 12

Grey steel receiver, automatic ejectors, 76cm barrels with interchangeable chokes
(supplied with 5 chokes), Magnum 12 gauge, weight around 3,6 kg, high ventilated rib
(10mm) with fiber optic front sight, single selective trigger, oil-finished Monte-Carlo pistol
stock 370 mm length with adjustable comb, drop at comb 38 mm, drop at heel 55 mm,
total length 121 cm for this Vercar Trap 12 over and under.
Ref. CHVERCAR76CXT
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Accessories and optics Optimum

Optimum p i v o t i n g m o u n t s
For rifles LA, NT and Speedline

For over and under rifles
(Express)

Diameters

ø 26

ø 30

ø 26

ø 30

Models

OPTAMIT

OPTAMIT

OPTAMIT

OPTAMIT

References

OMPC06

OMPC05

OMPE06

OMPE05

Rail Weaver Ergal Optimum
For Impact NT, Impact LA et Speedline rifles
Express/over and under rifles Sagittaire, Express/ over
and under rifles SagittaireXS eXS
Specify the model at the order.
Ref. ORWE

Optimum R e d D o t S i g h t s

OPTIMUM red dot sight with projected reticle the most
compact of the range.
Unlimited field of vision for ultra fast aiming. Red dot sight
3 MOA with automatic adjustment of brightness according
to the environment. Direct mount on rail Weaver.
Magnification: 1x.
Dimensions: 45x22x16mm.
Weight: 90g
Ref. OPRCD19

OPTIMUM red dot sight with tubular projected reticle, perfect for «battue» hunting.
Red dot sight 3 MOA with 7 brightness levels to be used
in every case.
Aluminium mono block body for greater resistance. Direct
mount on rail Weaver.
Supplied with lens caps for protection.
Magnification: 1x.
Dimensions: 62x46x43mm.
Weight: 120 g

The OPTIMUM red dot sight Grand Ecran with
projected reticle offers you all advantages of the red dot
optimum sight: lightness, compactness and wide field of
vision.
Magnification: 1x
Objective width: 33mm.
Field of view at 100m: 15.7 m
Length: 8.2 cm
weight: 112 g.
multi-réticules
Ref. OPRCE02

Ref. OPRCD13

Oil
for weapons

PISTOL GRIP CAPS
PISTOL GRIP CAPS by Le Baillif

Personalized
PISTOL GRIP
CAPS
Your initials,
your name...
consult us

Ref. CALLBSAN

Ref. CALLBCHE

Ref. CALLBBEC

Ref. CALLBCAN

Luxury metal PISTOL GRIP CAPS
Ref. CALPE

Ref. CALNOSAN

Ref. CALNOCHE

Ref. CALNOBEC

Ref. CALNOCAN

Professional oil for hunting
and shooting weapon.
Wood and metal. Eliminate
all residues.
Ref. HUILE
verney-carron.com
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“ Power,
accuracy and beauty”
Michael Arnold, Outdoor Writer
after hunting with a Verney-Carron
Azur .450/.400 3” Nitro Express.
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Bespoke, handmade guns
Verney-Carron Collection is one of the most refined, reliable and
impeccably fitting bespoke guns in the world that one could dream
of. Each creation is unique, built to the client’s specific tastes and
requirements, and made to fit his or her morphology perfectly.
Verney-Carron Collection is synonymous with French luxury
and a quest for perfection based on 200 years of unique know-how.
verney-carron.com
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Verney-Carron’s know-how is acclaimed by our clients from
all over the world. Thanks to them, this heritage and tradition
go on: each creation is unique and bears the ardor, soul and
signature of the best French craftsmen. This is also the case
with our engravers, who carry out works of meticulous artistry,
creating a spectacular motif, pattern or scenery with their
chisels on our forged and polished steel.
The moment you decide to purchase a Verney-Carron
Collection gun, you enter a close relationship with our Maison.
At each stage of the project, our dedicated team will advise you
and work with you in order to fulfill every single desire you might
have as well as all of your personal specifications. Because
we do know what such an investment represents. Not only to
you, but also to the future generations who will bring to life and
perpetuate the story that you are about to initiate.
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